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Abstract. A new texture synthesis-by-analysis method, applying a visu-
ally based approach that has some important advantages over more
traditional texture modeling and synthesis techniques is introduced. The
basis of the method is to encode the textural information by sampling
both the power spectrum and the histogram of homogeneously textured
images. The spectrum is sampled in a log-polar grid using a pyramid
Gabor scheme. The input image is split into a set of 16 Gabor channels
(using four spatial frequency levels and four orientations), plus a low-
pass residual (LPR). The energy and equivalent bandwidths of each
channel, as well as the LPR power spectrum and the histogram, are
measured and the latter two are compressed. The synthesis process
consists of generating 16 Gabor filtered independent noise signals with
spectral centers equal to those of the Gabor filters, whose energy and
equivalent bandwidths are calculated to reproduce the measured values.
These bandpass signals are mixed into a single image, whose LPR
power spectrum and histogram are modified to match the original fea-
tures. Despite the coarse sampling scheme used, very good results have
been achieved with nonstructured textures as well as with some quasi-
periodic textures. Besides being applicable to a wide range of textures,
the method is robust (stable, fully automatic, linear, and with a fixed code
length) and compact (it uses only 69 parameters). © 1996 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers.

Subject terms: texture synthesis; Gabor channels; multiscale image representa-
tions.
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1 Introduction

Texture synthesis is necessary for the generation of reali
images from a collection of compressed data. Synthesis-
analysis~S-A! methods are used to extract a set of signi
cant features from a homogeneously textured image, wh
is subsequently used to produce an image with the sa
visual appearance~see Fig. 1!.

Traditionally, two main approaches have been taken
study visual texture: the structural model and the statisti
one.1 Although real textures are neither completely stru
tured nor entirely stochastic, purely statistical approach
such as the one used in this work, are suitable for mode
many real textures.

Most people would agree that an ideal texture synth
sizer should fulfill the following requirements:

1. Wide field of application. The synthesizer should b
applicable to a wide range of different input texture
Furthermore, the synthesis quality should not be
fected either by changes in the spatial scale, within
reasonable range, or in the orientation of the inp
image~isotropy of the model!.

2. Compactness. Data compression~i.e., using a small
set of parameters to describe texture! is one of the
main purposes of the S-A methods.
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3. Low computational cost. Practical applications re-
quire efficient algorithms.

4. Full automatism. Some S-A methods demand human
supervision at some of their stages, and consequently
they could not compete, in a practical environment,
with fully automatic ones.

5. Robustness. Low sensibility to quantization noise in
the parameters space, stability, input-independence of
the processing, etc., are important and desirable fea-
tures.

Even confining the study to nonstructured, gray level tex-
tures, it turns out that no current S-A method complies with
all these demands. As shown in Ref. 2, only those models
based on the autocorrelation function of the texture are able
to provide a practical synthesis method that can be applied
to a wide range of input texture classes. This finding agrees
with the fact that first and second order statistics are the
most important features to describe purely stochastic tex-
tures for the human observer.3 Gibbs samplers, Markov
chains, fractal models, etc., although interesting from a
theoretical point of view and for some applications, have
proven to be unsuitable for generic texture S-A methods.
Unfortunately, even the autocorrelation-based methods
have important drawbacks. Next we summarize the main
2403© 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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problems of the two most accepted models of this class:
autocorrelation and histogram~AC-H! model and the au-
toregressive~AR! model.

Usually in the AC-H model, gradient algorithms ar
used to simultaneously impose the autocorrelation functi
and the histogram~or a related set of first order statistic
parameters! ~Refs. 4 and 5! to a random 2-D signal. These
algorithms are highly time consuming when applied to r
alistic images~e.g., 2563256 pixels and 256 gray levels!.
In both models, a selection of the significant values of th
parameter set must be carried out to keep the process
time within a reasonable bound, as well as to achieve so
data compression. This step is difficult to automatize re
ably, and makes the amount of processing to depend on
input texture. Moreover, textures that can be well model
with few parameters using an AC-H model require man
more parameters when modeled as AR signals, and v
versa. Another problem is that synthetic textures genera
applying gradient methods using the AC-H model presen
noisy aspect~see Ref. 2 for instance!, due to the high fre-
quencies contained in the noise seed take a long time
converge. Some drawbacks of the AR models are~1! they
require an initial set of pixels~in causal models!; ~2! they
do not directly control the first order statistics;~3! the tex-
ture visual features are very sensitive to the AR filter ord
and to small deviations in its values; and~4! the stability of
the AR filters is not guaranteed.

The basic idea of the method proposed here is to usa
priori information about the human visual system~HVS! to
develop a compact and visually efficient sampling of th
autocorrelation function, through a multiscale Gabo
representation.6 This kind of visual model has shown to be
very useful in texture analysis~see, for instance, Refs. 7 to
9!. However, up to now, much less work has been done
applying visual models to texture synthesis,10 and as far as
we know, our method is the first one proposed in this co
text based on a fully automatic S-A scheme.11 The pro-
posed method is robust, it uses noniterative simple ope
tions as linear filtering and histogram matching, an

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the texture S-A method and its goal: to
achieve the same visual appearance in both the original and the
synthetic textures.
2404 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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although it is far from an accurate parametric model, it
provides good results over a wide range of input textures.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we re-
view the mentioned multiscale Gabor image representation
scheme, and then we introduce our S-A method, based on
that scheme. Sections 3 and 4 describe the feature extrac-
tion and synthesis stages, respectively. Results are pre-
sented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 sum-
marizes the distinctive features of the texture S-A method.
In addition, an Appendix is included that explain how the
synthetic channel bandwidths and amplitudes are calculated
from the set of the input texture’s extracted features.

2 Model

2.1 Multiscale Gabor Scheme

In a previous work,6 a multiscale model was proposed that
schematically imitates the visual coding in the early stages
of the HVS, by simply applying a set of 434 ~four fre-
quency levels, four orientations! Gabor filters to the digital
images. This particular scheme is suitable for a fast pyra-
mid implementation in either the spatial or the spatial-
frequency domains.6,11 It has been successfully applied to a
variety of tasks involving local multiscale processing, such
as spatially variant image restoration12 and fusion13 as well
as to texture analysis9 ~segmentation and classification!.

In contrast with the mentioned tasks, the coding and
synthesis of homogeneous single-texture images can be
done by purely global operations, using a set of global de-
scriptors. In this case, we do not take direct advantage of
the optimal joint resolution of Gabor filters, but of the vi-
sually adapted power spectrum sampling of the scheme
used~see Figs. 2 and 3!, as well as of the good properties of
Gaussian functions.

Fig. 2 Frequency representation of the multiscale Gabor scheme
used. The filled circles represent the bandwidths of the Gabor filters
at half-peak height. There are four frequency levels distributed by
octaves and four orientations (vertical, horizontal and the two diago-
nals). A low-pass residual channel, in the center, is needed to cover
the very low frequencies.
 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Only the real, even part of zero-phase Gabor function
has been used~working with real signals, we can obtain the
imaginary part of a Gabor filtered image as the Hilber
transform of its real part!. The pyramidal structure and the
symmetries, zero-crossing samples and separability of th
scheme filters facilitates their very efficient
implementation.14

A 2-D Gabor function centered at the spatial origin can
be expressed as

g~x,y! f ,u,a,g,c5exp$2pa2@~x cosu1y sin u!2

1g2~y cosu2x sin u!2#%

3exp@ i2p f ~x cosu1y sin u!1 ic#. ~1!

In our scheme, each Gabor filter hasg51 ~circular symme-
try! and c50. For each different resolution levelp, the
radial frequencyf is

f p50.25•2p24 cycles/pixel for p51...4 ~2!

and for each orientationq, the anglesu are

uq5~q21!
p

4
rad for q51...4. ~3!

The factora depends on the resolution level and it is pro-
portional to the radial frequency:

ap5k fp for p51...4 ~4!

with the constantk being

k5
1

3 S p

ln 2D
1/2

. ~5!

In this way, the radial and angular bandwidths are consta
on a log-polar scale:

Br5 log2F f1a~ ln 2/p!1/2

f2a~ ln 2/p!1/2G51 octave, ~6!

Fig. 3 Radial slice of the Gabor multiscale scheme in the frequency
domain. The overlapping between adjacent filters has been en-
hanced by shading.
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2.2 General Description of the Model

This model is focused on nonstructured, gray level texture
Texture is modeled as a 2-D random field, which enables
purely statistical treatment. Its power spectral density~or,
equivalently, its autocorrelation function! and its probabil-
ity density function are estimated by the power spectru
and the histogram of the textured image, respectively. Tr
ing to simultaneously impose first and second order stat
tics to a random signal is highly expensive, and it requir
the use of iterative algorithms that minimize a global erro
function.4 Instead of that, a much faster sequential a
proach has been followed here, consisting of first imposi
the second order and then the first order statistics. Althou
nonexact, this method provides good visual results~see
Ref. 15, for instance!.

The set of 16 Gabor filters of Fig. 2 samples the Fouri
domain in a log-polar scheme, using four directions~hori-
zontal, vertical and the two diagonals! and four radial fre-
quencies~distributed by octaves!. The result of applying
one of these filters to the input image is called a Gab
channel. The very low frequencies of the image are cover
by an additional low-pass residual~LPR! channel. The en-
ergy and equivalent bandwidths~BWs! along theu andv
frequency axes of the Gabor channels@~112!316 param-
eters#, plus the compressed version of the modulus of th
LPR frequencies~5 parameters!, provide a rough approach,
though very visually efficient, to the power spectral densi
of the texture. Finally, the 256 gray level histogram is me
sured and compressed to just 16 values. Thus, we use o
4815116569 parameters to characterize the input textu
~see Table 1!.

Demodulation has been applied to the Gabor channe
thus enabling a reduction in their number of samples by
factor of 4~by subsampling in a factor of 2 in each dimen
sion!. However, the resulting channels become complex,
that the real compression ratio is 4/252. Such a compres-
sion increases the efficiency of the subsequent process8

This method is symmetrically applied in the synthes
stage: the half-size, complex low-pass synthetic channe
become full size, real bandpass synthetic channels, throu
their expansion and modulation.

The basic idea of the synthesis algorithm is to genera
synthetic channels similar to the Gabor channels of t
original texture, and to construct the synthetic texture b
merging them. The synthesis algorithm starts with the ge
eration of a set of 16 independent complex white noise 2
discrete signals. Each noise signal is convolved with
Gaussian filter. The two BWs~along the two frequency
axes! and the amplitude of each one of these filters a
calculated to obtain the same energy and equivalent B

Table 1 Number of parameters used for each one of the four sets of
extracted features.

Gabor Channel
Energies

Gabor Channel
Equivalent BWs

Averaged LPR
frequency moduli

Compressed
histogram

16 32 5 16
2405Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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values in the Gabor channels of the synthetic texture
those measured in the original texture’s Gabor channels.~It
is important to note the difference existing between th
synthetic channels, as independently generated bandp
noise signals that try to imitate the Gabor channels of th
original texture, and the Gabor channels of the synthe
texture, which are the result of applying the multiscale Ga
bor filtering scheme to the synthetic texture.! Then, the fil-
tered noise signals~1! are spatially expanded by a factor of
2 in each dimension,~2! each one is modulated to its cor-
responding central frequency of the multiscale Gabo
scheme, and~3! they are mixed together into a single im-
age. The moduli of the LPR frequencies of this image a
substituted by the decompressed version of the previou
averaged original values. Finally, the original histogram
~again, its decompressed version! is imposed to the result-
ing image. The entire S-A method is summarized in th
block diagram of Fig. 4.

3 Feature Extraction

In this section we give a detailed description of the param
eter extraction process. Four sets of parameters are
tracted from the input image:~1! the energy and~2! the
equivalent BWs of its Gabor channels;~3! the modulus of
its LPR frequencies; and~4! the histogram. The two last
sets are compressed.

In the notation used, a subindex 0 means that the r
ferred signal comes from demodulating a bandpass sign
~at the feature extraction stage!, or is a low-pass signal that
has not yet been modulated~at the synthesis stage!.

3.1 Gabor Filtering and Demodulation

The Gabor channels are obtained by convolving the inp
image with the set of 434 Gabor masks. Using Eqs.~1! to
~4!, the even Gabor filter of frequency levelp and orienta-
tion q can be expressed as

gpq~x,y!52ap
2 Re@g~x,y! f5 f p ,u5uq ,a5ap ,g51,c50#, ~8!

Fig. 4 General scheme of the texture S-A method.
2406 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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having been scaled so that its spectral maximum has uni
response. Then the even Gabor channels are

tpq~x,y!5t~x,y!* gpq~x,y!, ~9!

where t(x,y) is the textured input image,p and q vary
from 1 to 4, and the symbol* means convolution.~Note
that using a multiresolution scheme only one filter is actu
ally needed for each orientation. This is applied to shrun
versions, by factors 1, 2, 4 and 8, of the input image. Fo
simplicity, the multiresolution approach has not been re
flected in the mathematical expressions.! The filters have
been designed in the spatial domain, applying the efficien
techniques described in Ref. 14. The chosen size has be
13313.

It is easy to prove that the demodulated complex chan
nels can be obtained by

t0pq~x,y!52$tpq~x,y!exp@2 i2p f p~x cosuq

1y sin uq!#%* hLP~x,y!, ~10!

wherehLP(x,y) is an ideal low-pass filter with cutoff fre-
quency f c50.25. Such a low-pass filter is applied to re-
move the high frequency terms before subsampling the d
modulated channels by a factor of 2 in each dimension. A
the filtering, the demodulation process can be done in
very efficient way thanks to the pyramidal scheme used
which enables using only one pair of quadrature grids~a
complex exponential! for the four different frequencies of
each orientation~this applies also to the modulation at the
synthesis stage!.

3.2 Energy of the Gabor Channels

The energy of the Gabor channels provides informatio
about the main directions and levels of detail of the texture
For this task, a logarithmic distribution of the filters in the
spatial frequency domain is visually optimal~see, for in-
stance, Ref. 16!. This set of 434 parameters gives a very
compact first approximation to the power spectral densit
of the texture. The mean square value of each comple
demodulated channels is calculated by

epq5
1

Np
2 (

x50

Np21

(
y50

Np21

ut0pq~x,y!u2, ~11!

whereNp is the number of samples of the demodulated
channel in each dimension~dependent on the resolution
level p!. We termeo

a the vector constituted by the energy
values of the 16 Gabor channels~indicesa ando mean that
the vector has been obtained by analyzing the original tex
ture image!. Table 2 shows the root-mean-square~rms! val-
ues, normalized by each corresponding mean, for three d
ferent textures. As can be seen, such information is ver
descriptive of the main orientations and spatial scales o
textures. Note that the angular values are referring to th
channel orientations in the frequency domain.

3.3 Equivalent Bandwidths of the Gabor Channels

The information provided by the energy of the Gabor chan
nels is highly significant, but it is still far from being visu-
ally complete. A Gabor channel that comes from filtering
 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 2 Percentage ratio between the rms values of the Gabor channels and the mean gray-level
value, for three Brodatz’ textures.

Water Sand Wood

0
deg

45
deg

90
deg

135
deg

0
deg

45
deg

90
deg

135
deg

0
deg

45
deg

90
deg

135
deg

f1 3.5 3.9 2.9 2.2 5.3 6.3 4.6 6.0 8.3 3.2 6.7 3.1

f2 5.3 9.9 6.4 5.8 9.3 8.5 9.0 11.3 14.8 3.6 2.3 3.9

f3 2.9 6.9 23.3 6.3 12.1 11.1 12.1 14.0 24.5 3.3 2.4 3.6

f4 3.3 4.2 15.6 3.8 10.8 9.2 10.6 11.1 21.1 3.3 2.8 3.3
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an image having a single frequency is visually very diffe
ent from another with the same energy coming from
white noise image. We have experienced that the degre
spectral spreading of the power spectrum at different sp
tral locations is an essential feature to visually character
the texture. The presence in the power spectrum of pe
and straight radial lines is reflected in the image by t
existence of regular spatial intervals and straight lines alo
principal directions, features which are very significant
the HVS.

Different approaches are found in the literature to ma
ematically describe these features. Porat and Zeevi,10 also
using a Gabor expansion, measured the variance of the
cal spatial frequencies~in radial frequency and orientation!.
Francos et al.17 used a 2-D Wold-like decomposition to
separate, in the frequency domain, the deterministic fr
the random texture components. Basically, what they
was detecting frequency peaks and radial straight lines
the original image spectrum and reproducing them~modu-
lus and phase! in the synthetic image spectrum, togeth
with an AR modeled random component.

Our approach consists of measuring the equivalent B
~as defined later! of each demodulated Gabor channel alo
theu andv frequency axes.~We have adopted this solution
in the current implementation for simplicity, although
measurement along the radial and angular directions wo
provide a higher degree of isotropy to the S-A method. T
improvement is included in further implementations.! Us-
ing a small set of parameters~2316532!, the peaks and
straight radial lines of the original image power spectru
can be detected and reproduced at the synthesis stage,
eling the Gabor channels as bandpass signals with a po
spectrum of elliptical Gaussian shape of adjustable BW
Although this method is not exact~due to the limited spec-
tral resolution of our sampling scheme, e.g., several f
quency peaks inside a Gabor channel are not resolved!, it
provides, in most cases, a high degree of visual rese
blance between the original and the synthetic textured
ages.

As a measure of the equivalent BW of a 1-D signal, w
have computed the area of its normalized power spectr
~in a way similar to Ref. 18!. To apply this to a demodu-
lated Gabor channels, we need to convert its 2-D pow
spectrum into a pair of 1-D normalized power spectra. T
is achieved by integrating~adding, in the discrete form!
their power spectrum along the two frequency axes, a
dividing the result by their respective maxima:
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P0pq
~u,v !5uT0pq~u,v !u25uDFT@ t0pq~x,y!#u2; ~12!

Pu0pq
~u!5(

v
P0pq

~u,v !; P̄u0pq
~u!5

Pu0pq
~u!

max~Pu0pq
~u!!

;

~13!

Pv0pq
~v !5(

u
P0pq

~u,v !; P̄v0pq
~v !5

Pv0pq
~v !

max~Pv0pq
~v !!

;

~14!

where DFT is a discrete Fourier transform. Their areas are
calculated by integrating once again:

Supq5(
u

P̄u0pq
~u! ~15!

Svpq5(
v

P̄v0pq
~v !. ~16!

It is easy to prove that, disregarding the small effects of the
discretization in the calculus and assuming that the spectra
values at the highest frequency along both axes are almos
zero~i.e., a low degree of spectral aliasing!, a 2-D Gaussian
signal with the following mathematical expression, or any
other one with equal power spectrum:

geqpq~x,y!5C exp@22p~Supq
2 x21Svpq

2 y2!# ~17!

~whereC is an arbitrary constant!, would yield the same
Supq andSvpq values as the original (p,q) Gabor channel.
This signal has half-peak BWs in the frequency axes direc-
tions

Bupq
5S 2 ln 2p D 1/2Supq ~18!

and

Bvpq
5S 2 ln 2p D 1/2Svpq, ~19!

which can be seen as the equivalent BWs of the (p,q)
Gabor channel. These values~1! parametrize the spectral
2407Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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shape of the input texture Gabor channels and~2! are used
to calculate the BWs of the synthesis filters, at the synthe
stage.

3.4 DFT Modulus in the LPR Channel

The values of the autocorrrelation function at very low fr
quencies, although often not considered as texture des
tors, are nevertheless necessary for a complete visual
scription of many real textured images. Therefore, we ha
parametrized the Fourier modulus of the LPR chann
Searching a trade-off between a low overlapping with t
lowest resolution Gabor channels~so as to have the leas
influence on their statistical features at the synthesis sta!
and an adequate covering of the very low frequencies
squared spectral region containing the frequencies lo
than 1/64 cycles/pixel in each dimension has been cho
for the LPR channel. Naming the DFT of the input imag

T~u,v !5DFT@ t~x,y!#, ~20!

the LPR spectral moduli chosen are

Tr~u,v !5uT~u,v !u for uuu,uvu, 1
64 cycles/pixel. ~21!

Figure 5 represents the four lowest resolution level ev
Gabor channels~at their half-peak height! and the squared
support of the LPR frequencies considered.

In real signals, only about a half of the LPR discre
frequencies have independent values. For the image
used in the current implementation~N5256!, there are
@~N/3221!211#/2525 independent values. This numb
has been considered too high, regarding the relatively sm
visual importance of this set of parameters. Thus, it h
been reduced to just five parameters, by taking the ave
value within each considered area~see Fig. 6!. One of these
values correspond to the dc component, another two va
are the averages along the two axes~excluding the dc! and
finally, two more values are computed for the oblique fr

Fig. 5 Lowest level resolution Gabor channels and the squared
support considered for the LPR channel.
2408 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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quencies’ regions. This nonuniform spectral sampling has
been done considering the different visual importance of
each set of frequencies.

3.5 Histogram

Even an exact adjustment of the synthetic image power
spectrum to that of the original image would not yield a
high visual resemblance between the two images, since
their first order statistics will be very different in general.
First order statistics are fundamental to characterize visu-
ally the textures,3 and so the histogram of the input image
~or a set of first order statistics parameters, as range, mean
and variance! should be considered in a S-A method.

Typical gray level digitized images use 1 byte/pixel, re-
sulting in a histogram of 256 values. This number can be
drastically reduced by a proper coding, without important
losses in its visually significant information. We have em-
pirically tested that the fine detail of the histogram is usu-
ally not visually relevant, and that 16 values are more than
enough to represent the key features of the first order sta-
tistics of most real textures~this is in agreement with Ref.
19!.

The compression method used consists of low-pass fil-
tering the histogram, followed by subsampling. Special
care must be taken to preserve the extreme values of the
histogram. These are often very significant, because they
accumulate the gray level values that are out of the dy-
namic range of the machine used to capture the image. For
preserving the extreme values of the histogram, as well as
for avoiding edge artifacts when filtering, an opposite
specular reflection has been applied to the histogram edges
~see Fig. 7!. It is easy to prove that the extreme values of a
1-D signal that has been lengthened using this technique
remain unchanged when an even-symmetric mask, with
unity response to the zero frequency and number of
samples less than twice the edge width considered, is used
to filter it.

Fig. 6 Five LPR regions of averaged frequency samples for
N5256. The averages of the spectrum modulus over the five de-
picted areas are used as the descriptors of the LPR channel.
13 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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3.6 Number of Parameters versus Image Size

The number of parameters used in the feature extraction a
shown in Table 1. In addition to the small number of pa-
rameters~69! comparing with other methods~to properly
compare we have to regard also the size and number
gray levels of the images used!, another interesting feature
of this S-A method is the independence of this numbe
from the spatial dimensions of the input image. The use o
image sizes other thanN5256 affects the computational
cost of the process, but does not change the number
parameters to be extracted, as the number of Gabor filte
used remains the same. Its only effect on the quality of th
synthesis is a reduction, in the case of enlarging the image
of the LPR channel’s spectral resolution~due to the spectral
modulus being averaged in larger areas!, which is not visu-
ally important for homogeneously textured images. This
effect is like seeing a textured image through a growing
window from a fixed distance: as the window grows, lower
frequencies appear, but they are less and less perceivab
and can be characterized with less parameters, whereas
other perceived features do not change. Only if we go far
ther from the texture~i.e., if we shrink the image to a
smaller visual angle!, the very low frequencies become
higher and more visually significant, but, in return, we lose
the high frequency content~more important in normal tex-
tures!. This would correspond to applying the synthesize
to a reduced version of the image. In both cases we wou
use the same number of parameters, but the first solutio
generally yields better visual results.

4 Synthesis Procedure

The synthesis process is carried out through seven seque
tial stages~see Fig. 4!: ~1! noise generation;~2! Gaussian
filtering of the noise signals;~3! weighting of the filtered
noise signals;~4! modulation of the weighted filtered noise
signals, which become into the synthetic channels;~5!
merging the synthetic channels into a single image;~6!
equalization of the LPR frequencies; and~7! adjustment of
the histogram.

The synthetic textured image can be expressed as

t̃ ~x,y!5wF (
q51

4

(
p51

4

spq~x,y!1r ~x,y!G , ~22!

wherespq(x,y) is the synthetic channel of frequencyp and
orientationq, r (x,y) represents the synthetic LPR channel

Fig. 7 Graphical explanation of the edge lengthening (opposite
specular reflection) applied to preserve extreme values and to avoid
edge artifacts when low-pass filtering the histograms.
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and w is the nonlinear, monotonously increasing function
that corrects the histogram of the synthetic texture.

4.1 Noise Generation

Sixteen independent signals of complex white Gaussian
noise are generated, one for each Gabor channel. Their
DFT moduli have been forced to be constant at all frequen-
cies to avoid random effects in their power spectrum over-
lapping with the Gabor channels and also to simplify the
subsequent mathematical expressions. These signals are
complex because each one is the seed of a synthetic low-
pass channel, which, similarly to the complex demodulated
Gabor channels, become complex when placed around the
zero frequency. Their mean is zero and their variances2 is
a value adapted to the dynamic range of the synthesizer.

4.2 Gaussian Filtering: Adjustment of the Channel
Equivalent BWs

The computer generated noise signals are convolved with
2-D elliptical Gaussian masks~separable!, which provide
them an elliptical Gaussian spectral shape. The synthetic
channel of resolution levelp and orientationq, before be-
ing modulated, can be expressed as

s0pq~x,y!5kpqnpq~x,y!* gspq~x,y!, ~23!

wherenpq(x,y) is a white noise 2-D discrete signal of vari-
ances2, kpq is the factor that controls the energy of the
(p,q) synthetic channel, and

gspq~x,y!5bupqbvpq exp @2p~bupq
2 x21bvpq

2 y2!# ~24!

is an elliptical Gaussian filter with their axes parallel to the
u andv frequency axes, and having unity response to the
zero frequency. The factorsbupq and bvpq control the re-
spective BWs of the (p,q) synthetic channel. These BWs
must be adjusted in such a way that, when the Gabor fil-
tering scheme is applied to the synthetic texture, the result-
ing equivalent BWs of its Gabor channels have equal val-
ues to those measured in the input image. However, due to
the overlapping between the channels, the exact calculation
of these BWs is difficult. A first rough approximation con-
sist of disregarding the channels’ overlapping. Using this
approximation, the equivalent BWs of the synthetic chan-
nels are given by the equivalent BWs of their correspond-
ing Gabor channels, plus a constant that compensates for
the BW narrowing effect caused by the Gabor filters used at
the analysis stage~this calculation is done in Appendix
Section 7.1!. The error introduced by this approximation,
although not mathematically negligible, does not seem to
affect significantly the visual quality of the results, as
shown in Section 5.2.

Instead of permitting a continous range to the BW val-
ues, a small set of discrete BW values were chosen for both
the parametrization and the synthesis processes. As ex-
plained in the Appendix~Section 7.2!, the calculation of the
synthetic channels’ energies is much more reliable if we
measure the spectral spreading of a discrete set of synthesis
filters on to the Gabor channels than if we apply a theoreti-
cal expression@Eq. ~52!# of this spreading, which is valid
only for perfectly Gaussian filters. The results have shown
2409Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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Fig. 8 Pyramidal mixing of the synthetic channels, including the equalization of the LPR frequencies.
that five quantization levels~proportionally adapted to each
resolution level, thanks to the multiresolution scheme! are
enough to provide a good characterization, in visual term
of the Gabor channels’ spectral shapes. These values h
been chosen by applying 1-D optimal quantization~using
the k-means algorithm! to 364 equivalent BW values ob
tained from 12 different textures. Due to the limited spat
support used for the filters~133 13!, the narrowest BW
synthesis filters are not really Gaussian and present so
ringing in their power spectrum@see Figs. 11~e! and 14~e!
in Sec. 5.2#. However, these artifacts have little visual re
percussion.

4.3 Weighting Factors: Adjustment of the Channel
Energy

The factorkpq of Eq. ~23! controls the energy of the asso
ciated synthetic channel. To achieve the same m
squared values in the Gabor channels of the synthetic
ture as those measured in the original one, it is necessar
mathematically model the energy contribution of each sy
thetic channel to each Gabor channel. This can be done

1. calculating or measuring the proportion of ener
that each synthetic channels spread over each on
the Gabor channels~only the contribution to neighbor
Gabor channels will be significant!

2. expressing the total energy measured in each Ga
channel as a sum of energy contributions from all t
synthetic channels. Each energy contribution can,
turn, be expressed as the product of the energy of
synthetic channel by a weighting factor~the spectral
overlapping coefficient; these weighting factors a
arranged in the overlapping matrixR!

3. obtaining the synthetic channel energies as the pr
uct of the measured energy vector by the inverse
the overlapping matrix

4. adjusting the energy of the synthetic channels to
calculated values~this is done by scaling their
samples by thekpq factors!.

This linear calculus is possible since the synthetic chann
are statistically independent, and so, the energy of th
sum equals the sum of their energies. The energy adjus
process is explained in detail in the Appendix, Sec. 7.2.

4.4 Modulation

In a symmetric way as done at the feature extraction sta
at the synthesis stage the low-pass filtered noise signals
l Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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expanded by a factor of 2 in each spatial dimension before
being modulated. Each filtered and weighted complex noise
signal is modulated by the central frequency corresponding
to its indices (p,q), and its real part~multiplied by 2 to
have unity response in its frequency maxima! is extracted,
thus obtaining the synthetic channel:

spq~x,y!52 Re$s0pq~x,y!

3exp@ i2p f p~cosuqx1sin uqy!#%. ~25!

4.5 Merging the Synthetic Channels

The mixing of the synthetic channels simply consists of
their summation into a single image:

t̃ 1~x,y!5 (
p51

4

(
q51

4

spq~x,y!. ~26!

Since we have applied a multiscale representation, this ad-
dition is efficiently done in a pyramidal way~see Fig. 8!,
adding up the four synthetic channels of the lowest resolu-
tion level and spatially stretching the result by a factor of 2,
which in turn is added to the four synthetic channels of the
next resolution level, and so on, until we add the highest
frequency channels.

4.6 Equalization of the LPR Channel

The LPR-equalized version of the synthetic texture can be
expressed as a sum of the unequalized versiont̃1(x,y) @see
Eq. ~26!# plus a synthetic low-pass residualr (x,y):

t̃ 2~x,y!5 t̃1~x,y!1r ~x,y!. ~27!

This equalization is done in the frequency domain. First,
the five average values of the LPR frequency moduli ob-
tained at the feature extraction stage are decompressed, by
merely replicating them in their respective spectral areas.
The resulting square of spectral moduli is imposed on the
lowest frequencies of the synthetic mix obtained before,
keeping the phase unchanged:

T̃1~u,v !5DFT@ t̃1~x,y!#5uT̃1~u,v !uexp@ jc T̃1
~u,v !#, ~28!

T̃2~u,v !5M ~u,v !exp@ jc T̃1
~u,v !#, ~29!
3 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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where, termingTr8(u,v) the reconstructed version~the re-
sult of having been compressed and decompressed! of the
original Tr(u,v) @see Eq.~21!#:

M ~u,v !5H Tr8~u,v !, for uuu,uvu, 1
64

uT̃1~u,v !u, for uuu,uvu> 1
64

. ~30!

Thus, the LPR-equalized version of the synthetic texture

t̃ 2~x,y!5DFT21@ T̃2~u,v !#. ~31!

Therefore, using Eq.~27!, the spectrum ofr (x,y) is

R~u,v !5DFT@r ~x,y!#

5H @Tr8~u,v !2uT̃1~u,v !u#exp@ jc T̃1
~u,v !#,

for uuu,uvu, 1
64

0, for uuu,uvu> 1
64.

~32!

To efficiently carry out this operation, it is advantageous t
mix the synthetic channels of the lowest resolution leve
and to modify the central part of its spectrum before goin
on with the pyramidal mixing~see Fig. 8!. In such a way,
two N/83N/8 size fast Fourier transforms~FFTs! are per-
formed, instead of the twoN3N FFTs that would be nec-
essary if this operation were done on the entire image.

4.7 Histogram Matching

First, the compressed original histogram is decompressed
its former size by expanding and low-pass filtering it~it
must be adjusted so that its sum yields exactlyN2!. Then,
the histogram matching method~see Ref. 20, for instance!
is used to modify the Gaussian-like histogram of the equa
ized mix of synthetic channelst̃2(x,y), reshaping it into the
decompressed version of the original one. The adjustme
can be expressed as the application of a nonlinear functi
w, obtained from the actual and the desired histograms:

t̃ ~x,y!5w@ t̃2~x,y!#. ~33!

This last step of the synthesis process strongly improves t
resemblance of the synthetic texture to the original one
Analytically, however, it introduces a scale factor~typically
ranging from 1 to 2! in the mean-squared value of the syn-
thetic texture’s Gabor channels. Nevertheless, the almo
perfect invariance of this factor for all the channels~em-
pirically verified! makes this change unimportant in visual
terms.~We have not found a mathematically rigorous rea
son for this invariance. However, if the local frequency
modulus responses, in a joint space-spatial frequency re
resentation as the Gabor one, are uncorrelated with the
cal gray level, which it seems to be true for the homoge
neous stochastic textures, it could be concluded that all th
frequencies will be equally affected, in statistical terms, b
the gray level-dependent gain caused by the application
a nonlinear function.! Note that the global energy of the
synthetic texture is not affected by this scaling factor, as
is forced by the histogram adjustment to be equal as th
original energy value. The scaling factor can be explaine
by regarding the larger amount of spectral energy aroun
wnloaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/14/2013
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the principal frequencies of the scheme that the synthetic
texture has with respect to the original, as a consequence of
the synthetic channels being located around these central
frequencies.

4.8 Synthesis Equation

In summary, the synthetic texture can be mathematically
expressed as a function of several parameters, which have
been calculated by processing the set of parameters ex-
tracted from the original texture. Combining Eqs.~22! to
~27! and ~33! we obtain

t̃ ~x,y!5wF2(
p51

4

(
q51

4

bupqbvpqkpqRe~$npq~x,y!

* exp@2p~bupq
2 x21bvpq

2 y2!#%

3exp@ j2p f p~cosuqx1sin uqy!# !1r ~x,y!G .
~34!

5 Results

A good control over the mathematical parameters of the
synthetic texture is necessary to be able to know whether
the visual differences of the synthetic texture with respect
to the original are due to the limitations of the model or to
a lack of accuracy of the synthesis algorithm. In this sec-
tion, we present and discuss the visual results obtained,
after having measured the degree of accuracy of the syn-
thesis algorithm.

5.1 Numerical Results

Ten textures from the Brodatz album21 were used to test the
synthesis algorithm. Here we report the result of an objec-
tive comparison of the sets of parameters obtained from the
10 pairs of original-synthetic textures. This has been done
by using the mean squared difference between the original
and the synthetic textures’ features, averaged over the 10
textures used, and expressed as a SNR in decibels.

Histogram. A high level of accuracy has been achieved
~36 dB!.

LPR channel modulus. The histogram modification
changes the mean value~zero frequency! of the LPR-
equalized sum of filtered noise signals and introduces a
scaling factor for the rest of the LPR frequencies. This
factor ranges, for different textures, from 1 to 2 having a
mean value of around 1.5. Compensating for this factor in
each pair of original-synthetic texture sets of parameters,
the SNR raises to 28 dB.

Energy of the channels. The effect just described ap-
pears in this set of parameters and similar scaling factors
are obtained for each texture pair. After compensating for
this effect, the degree of concordance is 32 dB. Thus, in
both this and the former cases, the proportion of the pairs of
synthetic-original texture parameters is preserved, but not
the absolute values. The cause of these discrepancies was
explained in Section 4.7.
2411Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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Equivalent BWs of the channels. In the current imple-
mentation, the equivalent BWs of the channels have ha
special treatment, as explained in Section 4.2. In this ca
the measured data are the absolute value of the differe
between the quantization levels of the original and the s
thetic texture’s equivalent bandwidths. Using five leve
the mean value obtained for this difference is 0.62. A
though relatively high, this error is mainly concentrated
the low energy channels~for which the neglected overlap
ping of adjacent channels is usually more important!, there-
fore having little visual significance.

As shown next, the visual consequences of the synth
algorithm imperfections are very small, and much less r
evant than those caused by the limitations of the text
model itself.

5.2 Visual Results

We present some significant cases of different kinds of t
tures to evenly illustrate, from a visual point of view, th
main features of this S-A method. Our results have be
obtained using six Brodatz’s textures: D38~water!, D29
~sand!, D68 ~wood!, D12 ~bark!, D15 ~straw! and D17
~cloth!. They have different degrees of structure and ord
features that strongly influence on the quality of the resu
None of them have been selected, nor even processed~ro-
tated, scaled, etc.!, to favor the synthesis performance.

Five images are displayed for each synthesis exam
~Figs. 9 to 14!. In each figure part~a! is the original tex-
tured image; part~b! is the synthesis result; part~c! is the
synthetic image built using the same spectral phase as
~b! and the power spectrum and histogram of part~a! ~the
power spectrum has been imposed first and then the h
gram!; and parts~d! and ~e! are, respectively, the powe
spectra~on a logarithmic gray scale! of the original and the
synthetic textured images. Comparison between parts~a!,
~b! and~c! is useful to evaluate how good the visual codin
of the power spectrum and the histogram is, as well as
evaluate the ability of the statistical method used to mo
the different textures; as shown, a bad synthesis resu
normally due to the inadequacy of the statistical measu
for describing the visual features of some textures, and
seldom caused by the losses of the coding of these sta
cal data. Comparison between parts~d! and~e! reveals how
the original spectrum has been coded.

Water texture. The water texture~Fig. 9! has a very low
degree of structure, so it can be well modeled as filte
noise. The main difference between the original@Fig. 9~a!#
and the synthetic texture@Fig. 9~b!# is that the smooth,
slightly tilted waves in the original appear more strong
marked and totally horizontal in the synthetic texture. Th
is due to the spectral shift that the S-A method causes
ward the central 434 frequencies of the scheme~a higher
number of channels would reduce this effect!. This effect
can be directly appreciated by comparing Figs. 9~d! and
9~e!. On the other hand, from the high visual resemblan
existing between Figs. 9~a! and 9~c!, we conclude that the
spectral phase of this water image is highly random.

Sand texture. This texture~Fig. 10! is more structured,
although its basic structural elements~the grains! are small
enough to be visually irrelevant when the texture is g
2412 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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bally perceived. Obviously, there are no grains in the syn-
thetic texture, but the global impression that it causes is
very similar to that of the original one. In contrast with the
former case, no significant improvement is achieved now
by using the original autocorrelation and histogram, as can
be seen by comparing Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! with Fig. 10~c!.
This fact is very remarkable, since the number of param-
eters used in Fig. 10~b! is 69, while in Fig. 10~c! it is
33,025~a compression factor of the statistical data around
500, and of the original image around 1000!.

Wood texture. This wood texture~Fig. 11! is very direc-
tional and has a moderate degree of structure. Although the
structural information is not captured, its power spectrum
can be well modeled with our coding scheme, and in this
case this feature is very visually relevant. Consequently, the

Fig. 9 Results of the water texture synthesis: (a) original texture, (b)
synthetic texture, (c) texture composed with the Fourier modulus of
(a) and the Fourier phase of (b), (d) power spectrum of (a) and (c),
and (e) power spectrum of (b).

Fig. 10 Results of the sand texture synthesis: (a) original texture,
(b) synthetic texture, (c) texture composed with the Fourier modulus
of (a) and the Fourier phase of (b), (d) power spectrum of (a) and
(c), and (e) power spectrum of (b).
13 Terms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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result is quite good, and again, there are no relevant visu
differences between images of Figs. 11~b! and 11~c!.

Bark texture. This texture~Fig. 12! has both relevant
structural and nonstructural features. The reproduction
the nonstructural features of the original still provides
somewhat similar appearance to the synthetic texture,
though now the differences are apparent. As it could b
expected, no significant improvement is achieved by im
posing the uncoded statistics@compare Figs. 12~a!, 12~b!,
and 12~c!#.

Straw texture. This is, by far, the worst case~Fig. 13!.
The straw is very structured and, besides, it is not ve
regular. In addition, in the current implementation straigh
spectral radial lines in oblique directions can not be repr
duced. However, the most important reason for this po

Fig. 11 Results of the wood texture synthesis: (a) original texture,
(b) synthetic texture, (c) texture composed with the Fourier modulus
of (a) and the Fourier phase of (b), (d) power spectrum of (a) and
(c), and (e) power spectrum of (b).

Fig. 12 Results of the bark texture synthesis: (a) original texture, (b)
synthetic texture, (c) texture composed with the Fourier modulus of
(a) and the Fourier phase of (b), (d) power spectrum of (a) and (c),
and (e) power spectrum of (b).
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result is that a purely statistical approach is not suitable for
characterizing this kind of texture@compare the images in
Figs. 13~a! and 13~c!#.

Cloth texture. This is a very structured and ordered tex-
ture ~Fig. 14!. Although its structural features~its vertical
bands with alternating diagonal directions! can be neither
captured nor reproduced, its power spectrum can be. Its
high degree of frequency concentration is very significant
visually. Thus the synthesis result is quite good. Again, the
resemblance existing between the images in Figs. 14~b! and
14~c! is remarkable, which demonstrates the efficiency of
the visual coding performed.

From these and other results we conclude that our
visual-statistical approach is able to provide a good visual
description for those homogeneous textures with little

Fig. 13 Results of the straw texture synthesis: (a) original texture,
(b) synthetic texture, (c) texture composed with the Fourier modulus
of (a) and the Fourier phase of (b), (d) power spectrum of (a) and
(c), and (e) power spectrum of (b).

Fig. 14 Results of the cloth texture synthesis: (a) original texture,
(b) synthetic texture, (c) texture composed with the Fourier modulus
of (a) and the Fourier phase of (b), (d) power spectrum of (a) and
(c), and (e) power spectrum of (b).
2413Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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structure, or with structural elements that are not ve
prominent visually~e.g., because their small size!. Good
results are obtained with textures having very different d
grees of order~for instance, the sand and cloth textures!.

6 Summary and Discussion

The multiscale scheme used in the proposed S-A meth
allows for an efficient coding and synthesis of the releva
features of stochastic textures, both in computational a
compactness terms. The main difference between this a
other, commonly used, methods is that, instead of descr
ing the power spectral density of the texture using the a
tocorrelation function~or the best fitted AR filter!, which
are suitable only for some kinds of stochastic textures,
uses a multiscale, visually based spectral sampling sche
This scheme always provides reasonably good results
stochastic, low structured textures, no matter their degree
spectral entropy, and it achieves it using a small and fix
number of parameters~69!.

A certain amount of error exists in the spectral conten
location of the synthesis results that is caused by the s
of the frequency contents of the original texture to the ce
tral frequencies of the Gabor channels. This inaccura
however, is in most cases not important in visual terms. F
example, the spectral peaks in Figs. 14~d! and 14~e! ~cloth
texture! are neither the same number nor exactly placed
the same frequencies, but they cause an almost equal
pearance of the images in Figs. 14~c! and 14~b! @the main
difference with the original, Fig. 14~a!, is due to the loss of
the phase information!. In other cases~e.g., the water tex-
ture! this effect has a stronger visual impact, but it is a
ways within tolerable bounds~those of the spectral cover-
age of each Gabor channel!.

In return for this lack of accuracy, the proposed metho
has many important advantages. One of them is the po
bility of adequately modeling textures with an either dis
persed or concentrated power spectral density, permitt
the synthesis of stochastic textures with very different d
grees of order. Such a wide range of application would
impossible using autocorrelation-based methods with
small and fixed number of parameters.

Besides completeness and compactness, the robust
of this S-A method is one of its main advantages. First, it
fully automatic: no adaptive calculus of the size and sha
of the neighborhood field is required, which is a seriou
problem in both the AC and the AR models. Second, t
Gaussian filtering applied at the synthesis stage is inh
ently stable, in contrast with the AR synthesis methods.
addition, the resulting texture has a very low visual sen
tivity to noise in their parameters. This has been proved
using only five quantization levels for the equivalent ban
widths in the current implementation. A similar coars
quantization could have been applied to the channels
ergy. In contrast, AR models suffer from a high sensitivit
to noise in their parameters.

Finally, both analysis and synthesis stages are based
linear filtering, which can be done very efficiently. There
fore, there is no need for nonlinear iterative algorithm
which are not always reliable nor efficient. The main com
putational cost corresponds to the filtering, and to the DF
necessary for calculating the equivalent BWs of the Gab
channels, which are moderately low due to the multisca
2414 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 8, August 1996
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scheme used. Other calculations, as the inversion of the
16316 overlapping matrix or the histogram adjustment, in-
volve a much lower computational load. The very compu-
tationally expensive measurement of the spectral overlap-
ping coefficients, being independent of the particular input
texture, is carried out only once at the calibration stage.

Our general conclusion is that the proposed texture S-A
method can in many cases be a real alternative to currently
accepted methods that do not take advantage of the HVS
characteristics. Our model specially fits those common
cases where the pursued aim is the visual resemblance be
tween the original and the reconstructed textured image,
and for which the generality and robustness of the method
are essential. Other approaches that do not have a visua
base may be more suitable for those industrial or scientific
texture processing tasks that require less generality bu
more accuracy.

7 Appendix

7.1 Calculation of the Synthesis Filter Bandwidths

The (p,q) Gabor channel of the synthetic texture can be
expressed as@analogous to Eq.~9!#:

t̃ pq~x,y!5 t̃~x,y!* gpq~x,y!. ~35!

Neglecting the effect of adjacent synthetic channels over
this Gabor channel and using a linear approximation ofw in
its application interval:

w~l!>cl1d, ~36!

the Gabor channel (p,q) of the synthetic texture can be
approximated by

t̃ pq~x,y!>cspq~x,y!* gpq~x,y!. ~37!

~With usual histograms of textured images, the mean of the
synthetic texture and the energy of its Gabor channels cor-
respond very accurately to those that we would get apply-
ing an affine~scale and shift! function to the synthetic tex-
ture before being adjusted its histogram. As regards the
equivalent BWs of the Gabor channels, the histogram
matching does not seem to influence them significantly. See
numerical results in Section 5.1.!

Demodulating~i.e., moving the channel’s spectrum to
the zero frequency!, we can write

t̃ 0pq~x,y!>cs0pq~x,y!* g0p~x,y!, ~38!

where t̃0pq(x,y) is the corresponding demodulated Gabor
channel of the synthetic texture and

g0p~x,y!5ap
2exp@2pap

2~x21y2!# ~39!

results from removing the modulating term of Eq.~7!. Sub-
stituting Eqs.~23!, ~24!, and~39! in Eq. ~38!, we obtain

t̃ 0pq~x,y!>ckpqnpq~x,y!* exp$2p@~ap
21bupq

2 !x2

1~ap
21bvpq

2 !y2#%. ~40!
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Comparing this expression with Eq.~17!, and taking into
account that the noise has a flat power spectrum, we ob

bupq5~2Supq
2 2ap

2!1/2 ~41!

bvpq5~2Svpq
2 2ap

2!1/2 ~42!

which, substituted in Eq.~24! yield the corresponding syn-
thesis filters. Therefore, for each synthetic channel we us
Gaussian filter calculated by substituting the measured f
torsSupq andSvpq @Eqs.~15! and ~16!# in the Eq.~41! and
~42!, and subsequently substituting the resulting factors
Eq. ~24!.

7.2 Calculation of the Synthetic Channel Amplitudes

Using Eqs.~22!, ~35! and ~36! we can approximate the
(p,q) Gabor channel of the synthetic texture by

t̃ pq~x,y!>cF(
i51

4

(
j51

4

si j ~x,y!1r ~x,y!G* gpq~x,y!

>c(
i51

4

(
j51

4

si j ~x,y!* gpq~x,y!, ~43!

where the spectral overlapping of the (p,q) Gabor channel
with the LPR channel~small even for the lowest frequenc
channels, as shown in Fig. 5! has been neglected. Due t
the statistical independence of the synthetic channels,
can obtain the mean squared value of each Gabor cha
by simply adding the mean square values of the summ
terms in the preceding equation:

^u t̃ pq~x,y!u2&>c2(
i51

4

(
j51

4

^usi j ~x,y!* gpq~x,y!u2&. ~44!

We can write this expression in the frequency doma
~through Parseval’s theorem! as

^uT̃pq~u,v !u2&>c2(
i51

4

(
j51

4

^uSi j ~u,v !Gpq~u,v !u2&, ~45!

which can be transformed into

^uT̃pq~u,v !u2&>c2(
i51

4

(
j51

4

mpqi j^uSi j ~u,v !u2&, ~46!

where

mpqi j5
^uSi j ~u,v !u2uGpq~u,v !u2&

^uSi j ~u,v !u2&
~47!

is the spectral overlapping coefficient~SOC! associated
with the Gabor channel (p,q) and the synthetic channe
( i , j ). Each (p,q,i , j ) SOC depends on the two BWs of th
( i , j ) synthetic channel and its spectral location relative
the (p,q) Gabor channel. It can be calculated by integrati
the product of the two 2-D Gaussian power spectra
volved in each coefficient. These are
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in
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o
we
nnel
ed

in

l
e
to
ng
in-

uSi j ~u,v !u2}expF22pS u2

bui j
2 1

v2

b
v i j 2

D G * @d~u2usi j ,

v2vsi j !1d~u1usi j , v1vsi j !# ~48!

and

uGpq~u,v !u25expF2
2p

al
2 ~u21v2!G* @d~u2uapq,v2vapq!

1d~u1uapq,v1vapq!#, ~49!

whereupq5 f p cos uq , vpq5 f p sin uq , and the subindi-
cess anda refer to the synthetic and the Gabor channels,
respectively. Neglecting the small discretization effects, we
can write Eq.~47! as

mpqi j5
**u,vuSi j ~u,v !u2uGpq~u,v !u2dudv

**u,vuSi j ~u,v !u2dudv
~50!

which, using Eqs.~48! and ~49!, and operating, yields

mpqi j5
ap
2

@~ap
21bui j

2 !~ap
21bv i j

2 !#1/2

3expH 22pF ~uapq2usi j !
2

ap
21bui j

2 1
~vapq2vsi j !

2

ap
21bv i j

2 G J .
~51!

Instead of using this theoretical expression, if the imple-
mented filters are not exactly Gaussian-shaped, as in ou
implementation, it is more reliable to empirically obtain
these coefficients~to calibrate the synthesizer! for some
discrete set of synthesis BWs. The calibration consists o
measuring the SOC of each possible pair of a Gabor chan
nel and a synthetic channel by synthesizing monochanne
textures, applying to them the Gabor filtering scheme, and
using Eq.~47!.

To simplify the mathematical expressions, it is conve-
nient to use a single number to index both the frequency
level and the orientation of the channels~e.g.,n54q1p,m
54 j1 i !. Doing this, we can define

en
a5^uT̃p~n!q~n!~u,v !u2&, ~52!

em
s 5^uSi ~m! j ~m!~u,v !u2&, ~53!

and

rnm5mp~n!q~n!i ~m! j ~m! , ~54!

which enables us to write Eq.~46! in the simpler form:

en
a5c2 (

m51

16

rnmem
s . ~55!

This expression can be put in matrix form as
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Do
es
a :5c2Res. ~56!

We must imposees
a5eo

a to obtain the same energy values in
the Gabor channels of the synthetic texture as those me
sured in the original. Substituting in Eq.~56! and solving, it
finally yields

es5
1

c2
R21e0

a . ~57!

Thus, from the set of parameters of the Gabor channe
energy measured in the original image~eo

a! and the calculus
or the measurement of the SOCs~arranged in the overlap-
ping matrix R!, we obtain the energy that the synthetic
channels must have. In practice, the calculation ofc is not
necessary, because the result of the histogram matching
not affected by factor scaling, and it can be ignored~i.e.,
taken as unity!. Once we know the mean square value o
each synthetic channel, the calculation of thekpq factors,
which governs the amplitude of the synthetic channels@see
Eq. ~23!#, is straightforward:

en~p,q!
s 5kpq

2 s2E E
u,v

uS̄pq~u,v !u2dudv5
1

2
kpq
2 s2bupqbvpq,

~58!

from which it yields

kpq5
1

s S 2en~p,q!
s

bupqbvpq
D 1/2. ~59!

~This equation is valid only if the synthesis filters are really
Gaussian and frequency aliasing is negligible; if not, the
synthetic channel energy can be adjusted by measuring t
actual mean square value for an arbitrary value ofkpq and
multiplying the synthetic channel by the square root of the
desired and actual mean square values’ ratio.!
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